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Tennis

Integral weighted tennis posts

Integral weighted post and base detail

Integral weighted roller detail

Tennis posts
Portable outdoor/indoor

Base pad for integral weighted tennis posts
Flame retardant reinforced green polyester
PVC cover, filled with high density foam.
OSE-T1471

Steel posts - portable
Square 76mm pattern fitted with winder. Posts
fitted with rubber pads. Detachable frame
sections for compact storage.
OSE-T1490

• Ideal for synthetic surfaces and sports halls.
Supplied in sets, nets are not included.
Integral weighted tennis posts
Revolutionary new tennis post design,
encompassing the unique integral weighted
roller system. The perfect solution for multicourt facilities. The integrally weighted tennis
post allows regulation net height to be
achieved. Eliminates the need for a full length
bottom bar. Detachable front uprights
manufactured from 80mm square by 3mm
extruded aluminium. 1.13m wide base frame
manufactured from 76mm square x 3mm
aluminium. Base has 300mm long front
stabilising foot. Unique roller system, 5
separate galvanised steel outer rollers. Each
roller contains individual solid steel internal
weights. Each roller measures 193mm in
diameter. Complete with rubber feet to protect
the playing surface. Complete with lock-on
synthetic net hooks.

Steel tow bar for integral weighted tennis
posts
Bolts to front base foot allowing single post
and base to be moved using a tractor.
5kg each
OSE-T1472

Integral weighted tennis posts net 3.5mm
Black heavy braided polyethylene net.
Designed specifically for use with the TEN-150
weighted tennis posts.
6.4kg each
OSE-T1473
Portable steel posts

Tennis dolley wheels
Set consists two trolleys, each with four 360º
pneumatic swivel wheels.
OSE-T1505

Overall depth of base: 1045mm, depth from
front of upright to rear of base: 750mm.
Polyester powder coated green. Heavy duty
brass winder and brass pulley wheel.
193kg per set
OSE-T1470

Dolley wheels for portable posts
Steel tow bar detail

Whatever your sport, we’ve got it covered...

Tennis

Wooden umpires chair
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Ground weight and plunger

Tennis nets

Tennis accessories

To suit all steel and aluminium tennis posts except
integral weighted type posts.

Net height gauge
Aluminium rod with stainless steel hanging
hook.
OSE-T1532

Ground socketed steel posts

Tennis posts - socketed
outdoor
Tennis posts sets comprise winder post and 1
straining post. Nets are not included. Conform
to BS EN 1510.

Regulation size 12.08m x 1.07m. All nets have
a double stitched, rot proof white headband
and PVC covered galvanised steel headline
wire. Nets manufactured from UV stabilised
synthetic cord.

Aluminium posts - ground socketed
Square 80mm pattern fitted with brass winder.
Complete with ground sockets. OSE-T1486

GTC championship
3.5mm, heavy braided polyethylene. Black net
and PVC banding.
OSE-T1500

Steel posts - ground socketed
Square 76mm pattern fitted with brass winder
and integral tie bar. Complete with ground
sockets.
OSE-T1482

GTC tournament
2.7mm, single twine polyethylene. Black net
and PVC banding.
OSE-T1502

Round 76mm diameter pattern fitted with
winder. Complete with ground sockets.
OSE-T1484

Tennis - umpire chairs

Steel ground sockets only
To fit square 76mm steel posts

OSE-T1494

To fit round 76mm diameter
steel posts

OSE-T1496

Extension pieces
To raise socket height for court resurfacing
(to fit square 76mm posts)
OSE-T1498

Tennis headline wires
Extra heavy PVC covered galvanised steel
headline wires with winding end. Complete
with a pin at one end and loop at the other.
OSE-T1510
Polyester eyeleted head bands
12.80m long, polyester band. Punched,
eyeleted and complete with lacing cord for
fixing to nets.
OSE-T1512
Galvanised iron ‘M’ ground peg
OSE-T1514

Wooden chair
Seat height 1.5m, complete with desk.
TCE-T0734

Tennis - scoreboard
Manual scoreboard
Yellow lettering complete with black numerals
on yellow background plate. Size 1.2m x 0.6m.
TCE-S0908

Heavy round metal ground base
Weight approximately 2.38kg
OSE-T1516
Plunger type zinc plated
Ground socket

OSE-T1518

Centre tapes
Vinyl coated
Woven polyester

OSE-T1520
OSE-T1522

Solid brass swivel adjusters

OSE-T1524

Stand to suit manual scoreboard TCE-S0910

T 01282 777678

F 01282 778014

E gtc@thorntonsports.co.uk

www.thorntonsports.co.uk
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Tennis
Tennis ball
serving
machines
Mains powered
Tennis tower competitor classic
For indoor use,
random oscillator
holds 250 balls.

GTC 2 tennis trainer

Net adjuster sets for outdoor hard courts
GTC 15
Vinyl coated nylon centre tape. Brass swivel
adjuster with heavy round metal ground base.
OSE-T1526
GTC 16
As GTC 15 but with plunger type zinc plated
ground socket.
OSE-T1528
GTC 17 adjuster set
Woven polyester band, fully adjustable.
Complete with swivel hook for use with either
galvanised peg, plunger type socket or heavy
metal ground base.
OSE-T1530

Tennis court surface water removal
Aquadri roller - see page 59
Rol-dri
Foam roller for use on hard courts. SGE-T0122
Shine dry court squeegee
On wheels with handle.

SGE-T0121

Tennis - rebound trainers
GTC1 tennis trainer
Variable tension and adjustable to 4 different
angles.
TCE-T0730
GTC2 tennis trainer
Orange net height indicator and varied angles.
TCE-T0732
Tennis ball hopper
Hopper - pick up basket to hold 60 tennis
balls.
TCE-T0714

Mini tennis practice
Tennis tutor plus 4

TCE-T0722

Tennis tower - professional
2 line oscillator, remote control. Variable ball
speed rate, spin and trajectory.
TCE-T0726

Battery powered
Tennis tutor
Serving machine with spin, remote 2 line
oscillator and charger.
TCE-T0727
Accessories for the tennis ball serving
machines available on request.

Mini tennis - outdoor
ORANGE ZONE
Court area: 18m x 8.23m
GREEN ZONE
Court area: 23.77m x 10.97m
ORANGE AND GREEN ZONE
No special product. Use standard portable
or socketed posts and relevant nets and
accessories.

Mini tennis throw down lines
Orange 50mm court divider set
2 x 18m orange marker lines
2 x 8.23 orange marker lines
1 x line storage/carry bag
OSE-T1587

Whatever your sport, we’ve got it covered...

Mini tennis - outdoor
RED ZONE
Court area: 12m x 6m.
Portable - red zone mini tennis posts
and nets - steel
Portable tennis post complete with 6m long
net, which features fluorescent yellow band
and mini tennis graphics.
OSE-T1581
Socketed red zone mini tennis posts
and nets - steel
Square 76mm posts, blue powder coated steel
finish, height 86cm. Fitted with brass winder
and integral tie bar.
OSE-T1583
2.5mm net to suit above
OSE-T1584
Mini tennis net adjuster set
OSE-T1585

Mini tennis posts and nets - indoor
wheel away mini tennis posts
40mm solid steel construction with detachable
25mm diameter zinc plated uprights.
Wheel away type
ISE-T0641
Mini tennis net
45mm nylon square mesh complete with white
headband, cord headline and side pockets.
ISE-T0645
Practice mini tennis posts
Freestanding 5.39m x 0.86m high practice set.
Rubber feet for floor protection. Complete with
ISE-T1586
net.
GTC mini net set
This set comes complete with a tough PVC
frame, fine mesh net and a drawstring carry
bag. The set weighs 5.5kg. 2.9m wide x
860mm high.
OSE-T1586

